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Abstract: In a carbon-constrained world, natural gas with low emission intensity plays an important
role in the energy consumption area. Energy consumers and distribution networks are linked via
energy hubs. Meanwhile, reconfiguration that optimizes operational performance while maintaining
a radial network topology is a worldwide technique in the electricity distribution system. To improve
the overall efficiency of energy infrastructure, the expansion of electricity distribution lines and
elements within energy hubs should be co-planned. In this paper, the co-planning process is modeled
as a mixed integer quadratic programming problem to handle conflicting objectives simultaneously.
We propose a novel model to identify the optimal co-expansion plan in terms of total cost. Operational
factors including energy storages and reconfiguration are considered within the systems to serve
electricity, cooling and heating loads. Reconfiguration and elements in energy hubs can avoid
or defer new elements’ installation to minimize the investment cost, maintenance cost, operation
cost, and interruption cost in the planning horizon. The proposed co-planning approach is verified
on 3 and 12-node electricity and natural gas distribution systems coupled via energy hubs. Numerical
results show the ability of our proposed expansion co-planning approach based on energy hub in
meeting energy demand.

Keywords: energy hub; energy storage; reconfiguration; expansion planning; multi-energy systems;
electricity and natural gas distribution systems

1. Introduction

With the introduction of various emission reduction schemes in recent years, the share of natural
gas consumption has been ascending all around the world. Distribution system planners can diversify
their energy supply in terms of total cost. New coupling elements such as combined heat and
power (CHPs) are expected to be built, which can significantly affect the production, transmission,
and distribution of various types of energy services, including electricity, natural gas, heat, and
cooling [1]. The optimal expansion co-planning of natural gas and electricity distribution systems is a
new challenge and will require reinforce the existing energy infrastructures or add additional elements.

Meanwhile, the development of storage and automation technologies changes conventional
“passive” network nodes into “active” hubs that can convert, condition and store energy [2].
Reconfiguration as an “active” characteristic in electricity distribution system can optimize operational
performance while maintaining a radial electricity network topology [3]. An energy hub provides the
link between energy consumers and distribution networks via a conversion matrix [4]. The required
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energies, such as electricity, heating and cooling are no longer fully dependent on a single path [1].
More optional paths can offer a larger degree of freedom in supplying energy loads [5]. These benefits
are the primary factors promote the extension of energy hubs’ utilization. In order to achieve these
goals simultaneously, the comprehensive expansion planning of electricity distribution lines and
elements within each hub is critical to long-term planning for sustainable energy supply.

For the long-term planning point of views, traditionally, most reported research works in this
area are focused on single energy networks, including which, where, and when new elements should
be constructed over a planning horizon to meet the reliability and economy of supplying energy to
the loads without considering another energy network [6]. Reference [7] presents a new three-stage
optimal electric distribution system expansion planning procedure to minimize the utility costs and
maximize the system’s reliability incorporating energy hubs. As for the integrated planning of both
systems at the transmission level, a long-term, multi-area, and multi-stage model that is formulated as
a mixed-integer linear optimization problem for the expansion planning of integrated electricity and
natural gas is presented in [8]. Reference [9] develops a novel multi-period integrated framework for
generation, transmission and natural gas grid expansion problem in large-scale systems. In [10], natural
gas network equations are linearized via first-order Taylor series approximated just like the processing
method of electric power flow equation. A completed linearized expansion co-planning model is
proposed to minimize the overall costs of the integrated electricity and natural gas systems. In [11],
the proposed model is formulated as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem considering
market uncertainties and system reliability and solved via fuzzy particle swarm optimization.

Some previous works discuss issues about the optimal planning of multiple energy distribution
systems. Reference [12] analyzes the optimal network capacity and allocation of the CHP-based
distributed generation (DG) based on urban electricity, water, natural gas distribution networks. In [6],
a new expansion co-planning model of electricity and natural gas distribution systems is presented.
The master program proposes an electricity distribution network topology and a natural gas
distribution network topology, the slave program evaluates the master’s proposal and calculates
the objective function of a topology. Also, they extend their work in [13–15] considering energy supply
security, demand uncertainty, and Pareto optimal of multi-objective, respectively. Reference [16]
analyzes the mutual interdependencies and trade-offs between heat storage and district heating
network considering economic and ecological aspects in a small scale distributed energy system.
Reference [17] presents district energy design and optimization tool to meet the energy service
requirements of a small city. Reference [18] proposes a MILP optimization model to determine
the optimal design and operation of a CHP distributed generation system in an urban area. However,
it is often the case that such distribution networks are designed to supply residential users or small
industrial consumers directly. They are not designed to supply loads via energy hubs, which may lead
to a simpler and more flexible plan.

Electricity and natural gas systems based on energy hub concept have developed several
sub-models during the last decade [2]. Most of them are discussed in the scope of short-term operation,
including optimal energy hub dispatch [19], optimal multiple-energy carrier power flow [20], reliability
assessment of energy hubs [21,22], distributed control of a network of energy hubs [23–25], generation
portfolio based on energy hub approach [26], Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEVs) and risk
management techniques incorporating energy hubs [27,28].

On the other hand, several technical papers analyze the problems of planning coupled systems
from energy hubs’ perspectives. A structural optimization model of hub-internal is presented
in [29]. This model shows how energy hubs can be designed via coupling matrix in multiple energy
systems. Reference [5] presents a complete energy hub model with energy storage. The model
emphasizes multi-period optimization to determine optimal hub layouts by selecting the best-fitting
elements. In [30], financial analyses of investment strategy is carried out to find the optimal size and
operation of Combined Cooling Heating and Power (CCHP), heat and electrical storage unit for users.
The methodology of [30] is extended in [5] and the energy hubs have more optional elements. Optimal
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sizing of a multi-source energy plant for power heat and cooling generation is presented in [31].
Climatic factor including external air temperature and solar radiation is taken into consideration.
Reference [32] linearizes reliability indices and constraints to determine the sizes and selection of
energy hubs’ elements. In [33], a model to design and optimize multi-energy systems in buildings,
based on the energy hub concept is presented. Reference [34] presents a simulation model for overall
energy hub capacity consisting of natural gas turbines, wind turbines and photovoltaic solar cells to
meet the energy generation provided through the Nanticoke Generating Station. However, in these
references, since both distribution networks are not considered as a constraint in the optimization
procedure, it is not possible to obtain a global optimum planning case since distribution networks may
be overloaded at peak load period.

Some papers consider energy hubs’ design in electricity and natural gas systems. In [35],
a long-term optimal expansion planning of energy hubs with multiple energy carriers is modeled as
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) programming, and the energy network constraints and
evaluation indices including reliability, energy efficiency, and emission matrices are taken into account.
However, energy storages are not considered in energy hubs, and the coupling of time is not taken
into account. Besides, the model is not considered at the distribution level. Reference [36] proposed a
complex network of energy hubs and optimized the electricity, natural gas and district heat network to
improve economic and emission performance in different scenarios. In [37], a novel multi-objective
optimization model based on total annual cost and greenhouse gas emission is carried out to find
the optimal configuration and operation of the system. In [38], a MILP based model for optimal
planning and operation of a smart urban energy system is developed to demonstrate the benefit of
a distributed hydrogen energy production system. Reference [39] presents an optimal design and
operation approach for integrated plan incorporating PV and CHP units, combined with the design of
heating piping network. However, these models do not fully develop the flexible potential of smart
distribution network, such as electricity network reconfiguration at the operational level.

Several studies concentrate on the reliability of planning multiple energy infrastructures.
Reference [21] presents a model for analyzing and calculating expected reliability of supply and
expected energy not supplied in multi-energy systems. In [22], a reliability model was proposed
to study the CHP based on the energy hub model. Reference [40] introduces electricity energy not
supplied as an index for assessing energy hubs reliability in stochastic scenarios. A reliability-optimal
energy hub planning method is proposed to accommodate higher renewable energy penetration
and the reliability modeling of coupling subsystem was described in [41]. Reference [42] introduces
probabilistic reliability evaluation deriving from component outage statistics in a multiple energy
system. In this paper, the reliability of reconfigurable electricity and natural gas distribution system is
taken into account via measuring the shedding of electricity loads, cooling loads, and heating loads in
the total expansion planning horizon.

In current literature, the optimal expansion planning of electricity and natural gas distribution
networks, corresponding to operational level incorporating electrical network reconfiguration and
energy storage regulation, has not yet been modeled with energy hubs’ design. An analysis of
natural gas and electricity at the distribution level is much less mature subject than that in centralized
energy systems at the transmission level. Therefore, to address the challenges of: (1) identifying
the optimal allocation of energy hubs in coupled electricity and natural gas distribution systems to
enhance economy and reliability; (2) quantifying the impact of energy storage and electricity network
reconfiguration at operational level; (3) reducing computational burden, a clear need emerges for the
development of a model with linearize constraints architecture.

In this paper, a new model for energy hub and electrical network design is proposed. Operational
constraints are included and reliability indices are defined to analyze the quality of supplying loads in
reconfigurable electricity and natural gas systems. Furthermore, in the previously proposed design
methods, the constraints of models are often nonlinear, which increases the risk of diverging or
sub-optimality and a slower solving process. In the proposed method, the model is mixed integer
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quadratic programming (MIQP), which can leads to a faster solution process and globally optimal
results. This is especially valuable as integrated decisions can be made to provide a valuable guide
for both systems’ planning activities and thus directly benefit total costs made by multiple energy
distribution systems designer. The approach presented in this paper is unique due to the combination
of the following aspects:

• The energy hub concept is introduced to meet practical project requirements. The planning of
energy hubs and networks are simultaneously considered at the distribution level.

• Economical and reliability criteria are considered in the objective function to evaluate the
performance of reconfigurable electricity and natural gas distribution system.

• Hourly reconfiguration is calculated to make the model more accurate and realistic. Energy
storages are introduced considering the coupling on time in the planning horizon to smooth
energy load fluctuation and enhance both systems’ reliability.

• The MIQP model is formulated to solve this problem. A quadratic objective function is established
to take electricity network energy losses into account.

• Combined optimization of the multi-year expansion planning and the hourly operation of all
system components are simultaneously addressed in the model. The effects of different elements
on both systems are evaluated in six different cases.

• Two test systems with three and twelve energy hubs are presented to illustrate the
proposed model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed energy hub and
the whole model scheme; Section 3 presents the energy hub-based planning problem formulation and
constraints; Section 4 presents illustrative examples to show the proposed model applied to three and
twelve-node electricity and natural gas distribution systems coupled via energy hubs; The conclusion
drawn from this paper is provided in Section 5.

2. Energy Hub and Whole Model

The energy hub concept was first presented in the “Vision of Future Energy Networks Project” for
future multi-energy systems [2]. An energy hub is capable of describing the interactions of production,
delivery and consumption via a conversion matrix. In general, an energy hub provides the link
between energy consumers and energy distribution networks. From a system point of view, an energy
hub, which represents the input and output of multiple energy carriers, can be regarded as a network
node [1].

2.1. Matrix Modeling of Energy Hub

Figure 1 shows the structure of the investigated energy hub interfaces energy infrastructures with
commercial loads. Inside the energy hub, several conversion infrastructures can be implemented:
electricity transformer, CHP, chiller, boiler, electrical storage, air condition, absorption chiller, and heat
storage, etc.
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Electricity and natural gas are delivered via the electricity and natural gas networks.
These carriers are converted and stored within the hub in order to satisfy the growing requirements
of the electricity, cooling, and heating loads. The thick lines represent the existing energy flow in the
initial year. The thin lines represent the possible energy flow in the planning horizon.

For the energy hub illustrated in Figure 1, the supply-load balance equations can be formulated
as follows:

Electricity balance equation:

LEL + PAIR + PIS = POS + PT + PCHP (1)

Cooling balance equation:
LC = CLABS + CLAIR (2)

Heating balance equation:

LH + HAIR + HIS = HOS + HB + HCHP (3)

Infrastructure conversion equations:

PT = ηT · PEL (4)

PCHP = ηGE
C · v · PGAS (5)

HCHP = ηGH
C · v · PGAS (6)

HB = ηB · (1− v) · PGAS (7)

CLABS = ηABSHABS (8)

CLAIR = ηAIRPAIR (9)

As is shown in Equations (5)–(7), there are many nonlinear elements (v · PGAS), so in order to
simplify model and reduce the computational burden, we make reasonable approximations and
assumptions. The dispatch factor v is assumed to be constant. Thus, the linear energy hub is modeled
in this work. Compared to non-linear energy hub model, the linear energy hub model can be solved
via mathematical programming approach which is very mature nowadays.

Equations (4)–(9) demonstrate the output power of transformer, CHP, boiler, absorption chiller,
and air condition to their input using efficiency coefficient, respectively.

Based on the previous equations, the flow through an energy hub are modeled by the
following relation:

 LE
LC
LH


︸ ︷︷ ︸

L

=

 ηT ηGE
C v

0 0
0 ηGH

C v + ηB(1− v)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

[
PEL

PGAS

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P

+

 1 −1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 ηAIR 0 0 ηABS
0 0 0 1 −1 −1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

S



POS
PIS

PAIR
HOS
HIS

HABS


︸ ︷︷ ︸

E

(10)

Input conversion matrix C is the forward coupling matrix that describes the energy conversion
via electricity transformer, CHP, boiler. Output coupling matrix S describes how electrical storage,
heat storage, absorption chiller, and air condition affect the hub output flow.
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2.2. Matrix Scheme of Whole Model

The objective is the function of investment state X, line flow F, and curtailed loads LC. Equality
constraints (11a–11d) include the energy hub equation, system nodal equation, energy storage
equation, electricity network reconfiguration equation, respectively. Inequality constraints arise
from construction logic and power limitations of elements. We define their minimal and maximal
values in vector Pmin, Pmax, Hmax, ∆Hmax as shown in Equations (11e)–(11h). Additional inequalities
(11i), (11j) are given by the auxiliary parameters of electricity network reconfiguration. Finally,
the problem can be mathematically expressed as follows:

Minimize ∑
y

∑
s

∑
h

f (X, F, LC) (11)

Subject to:
L− LC = CP + SE ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11a)

AF− L− P = 0 ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11b)

Hh+1 = Hh + ∆Hh ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11c)

g(w, z) = 0 ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11d)

Pmin ≤ P ≤ Pmax ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11e)

0 ≤ F ≤ Fmax ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11f)

0 ≤ H ≤ Hmax ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11g)

0 ≤ ∆H ≤ ∆Hmax ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11h)

Xy ≤ Xy+1 ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11i)

z ≥ 0, w ∈ {0, 1} ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (11j)

3. Mathematical Formulation

The integrated expansion planning model is formulated as a mixed-integer quadratic
programming problem (MIQP). Each element of the model is analyzed separately in order to present
it explicitly.

3.1. Objective Function

The objective function of the proposed expansion planning model is to minimize the net present
value of five terms that are denoted as CInv, CMnt, COpr, CInt. In general, the first term (CInv) represents
the cost of installing new elements and recycling the existing elements. The second term (CMnt)
represents the cost of maintaining the existing and constructed elements. The third term (COpr)
represents the cost of operation. The fourth term (CInt) represents the cost of interruption in electricity
and natural gas systems. The objective function is given by (12):

Minimize:
CInv + CMnt + COpr + CInt (12)

We define that:

xCiy =

{
XCiy − XCi(y−1)
XCiy

i f y ∈ {2, . . . , T}
i f y = 1

(13)

where XCiy is the state on/off (1/0) of candidate elements i during each period y of expansion planning
horizon. For new project, this variable, which is decided to be built until its lifetime, is equal to 1 from
the period y, 0 otherwise. For existent element, this variable is fixed at 1 from y = 1 until its lifetime,
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0 otherwise. xCiy denotes the decision variables whether candidate elements i is built in period y.
This variable, which is decided to be built in period y, is equal to 1 from the period y.

In general terms, the first term of (12) is the summation of seven kinds of elements’ installation
costs, including CHPs, boilers, air-conditions, absorption chillers, electricity energy storages,
heat energy storages, and electricity network lines, which is given by (14). The first part of this
term is the investment cost of new elements. The other part represents the total benefit of recycling
the existing elements. It represents the percentage of depreciation of the initial investment. d is the
discount rate. Dy = 1/(1 + d)y−1 is the present-worth coefficient of the resources at period y. For each
existing elements, a higher recycle factor ψ indicates a lower depreciation at the end of the planning
horizon. ICi is the vector of investment cost of element i in each energy hub:

CInv = ∑
y

∑
i∈ΩC

DyICixCiy + ∑
y

∑
i∈ΩE

(Dy/DT)ψiICixCiy (14)

where i is the index for all candidate elements; ΩC and ΩE are the set of all candidate and existing
elements; y is the index for years.

The second term (CMnt) given by (15) is the total maintenance cost of all elements including
existing and new built elements in the whole planning horizon. The first part of this term is the
maintenance cost of new elements. The other part represents the maintenance cost of existing elements.
MCi is the vector of maintenance cost of element i in each energy hub:

CMnt = ∑
y

∑
i∈ΩC

DyMCiXCiy + ∑
y

∑
i∈ΩE

DyMCi(1− XCiy) (15)

The third term (COpr) given by (16) is the operational cost of the electricity network that
corresponds to the energy losses over:

COpr = ∑
y

∑
s

∑
h

∑
(i,j)∈ΩE

LINE

rij

U2 Dy(Phsy2
ij + Qhsy2

ij )CLOSS (16)

It is mentioned that we assume the network does not have technical losses (gas leaks) or gas
consumption due to the compressor. Therefore, we do not take operational cost of natural gas
into account.

The last term (CInt) given by (17) is the total interruption cost, which is adopted as reliability
index, to measure the electricity and natural gas systems’ reliability. The shedding of electricity loads,
cooling loads, and heating loads are taken into account in the total expansion planning horizon:

CInt = ∑
y

∑
s

∑
h

Dy( ∑
i∈ΩE

BUS

EVOLL · ELChsy
i + ∑

j∈ΩE
BUS

CVOLL · CLChsy
j + ∑

k∈ΩGAS
BUS

HVOLL · HLChsy
k ) (17)

3.2. Construction Logical Constraints

Construction logical constraints for all candidate elements in electricity and natural gas systems
can be presented as (18)–(24). Once a candidate element is installed, its state in both systems will be
changed to 1 for the remaining years:

XCCHPi(y−1) ≤ XCCHPiy ∀i ∈ ΩCCHP, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (18)

XCBi(y−1) ≤ XCBiy ∀i ∈ ΩCB, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (19)

XCAIRi(y−1) ≤ XCAIRiy ∀i ∈ ΩCAIR, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (20)

XCABSi(y−1) ≤ XCABSiy ∀i ∈ ΩCABS, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (21)

XCESi(y−1) ≤ XCESiy ∀i ∈ ΩCES, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (22)
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XCHSi(y−1) ≤ XCHSiy ∀i ∈ ΩCHS, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (23)

XCLi(y−1) ≤ XCLiy ∀i ∈ ΩCL, ∀y ∈ {2, . . . , T} (24)

3.3. Energy Hubs Constraints

Within energy hubs, electricity, cooling, and heating loads are supplied via coupling matrix
Equations (25)–(27). Input energy into hubs is restricted by the elements’ characteristics and each
element should be lower than the maximum level. Equation (28) imposes bounds on CHPs in
each energy hub. Equations (29)–(31) ensure that the energy flow through each element is within
the limits of air-conditions, absorption chillers, and boilers. For the existing elements in hubs,
the maximum capacity may be changed because of installing new elements as shown in
Equations (29) and (31). In order to reduce the number of intermediate variables, the output energy
variable of CHPs, air-conditions, absorption chillers, and boilers are replaced by other intermediate
variables. Equations (32)–(34) force the electricity, cooling, and heating loads curtailment to be no more
than a certain ratio of demanded loads:

Lhsy
ELi − ELChsy

i = ηTPhsy
ELi + η

GE
C vXCCHPiyPhsy

GASi + Phsy
OSi − Phsy

ISi − Phsy
AIRi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (25)

Lhsy
Ci − CLChsy

i = ηAIRPhsy
AIRi + ηABSHhsy

ABSi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (26)

Lhsy
Hi − HLChsy

i = ηBiP
hsy
GASi + (ηGH

Ci − ηBi)vXCCHPiyPhsy
GASi + Hhsy

OSi − Hhsy
ISi − Hhsy

ABSi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (27)

0 ≤ (ηGE
Ci + ηGH

Ci )vPhsy
GASi ≤ Pmax

CHPi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (28)

0 ≤ ηAIRPhsy
AIRi ≤ Pmax

CAIRiXCAIRiy+Pmax
EAIRi(1− XCAIRiy) ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (29)

0 ≤ ηABSHhsy
ABSi ≤ Hmax

ABSiXCABSiy ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (30)

0 ≤ ηBiP
hsy
GASi(1− vXCCHPi) ≤ Hmax

CBi XCBiy + Hmax
EBi (1− XCBiy) ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (31)

0 ≤ ELChsy
i ≤ αmax

EL Lhsy
ELi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (32)

0 ≤ CLChsy
i ≤ αmax

CLi Lhsy
CLi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (33)

0 ≤ HLChsy
i ≤ αmax

HLi Lhsy
HLi ∀i ∈ ΩHUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (34)

3.4. Energy Storages Constraints

Equations (35) and (40) connect the charging state of electricity storage and heat storage
to their previous states of charge/discharge, input, output, and efficiencies. The capacity of storages
should be located in its upper and lower operational bounds (36), (41). Charge and discharge power
of electricity storage and heat storage units should be in a predetermined zone (37), (38), (42), (43).
We supposed that the initial energy of storages in each season are the constant ratio of the maximum
capacity (39), (44):

PSE(h+∆h)sy
i = PSEhsy

i + (ηch
PSPhsy

ISi ∆h− Phsy
OSi∆h/ηdch

PS ) ∀i ∈ ΩCES, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (35)

αmin
P PSEmax

i XCESiy ≤ PSEhsy
i ≤ αmax

P PSEmax
i XCESiy ∀i ∈ ΩCES, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (36)

0 ≤ Phsy
OSi ≤ Pmax

OSi XCESiy ∀i ∈ ΩCES, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (37)

0 ≤ Phsy
ISi ≤ Pmax

ISi XCESiy ∀i ∈ ΩCES, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (38)

PSE0
isy = α0

HPSEmax
i XCESiy ∀i ∈ ΩCES, ∀s, ∀y (39)
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HSE(h+∆h)sy
i = HSEhsy

i + (ηch
HSHhsy

ISi ∆h− Hhsy
OSi∆h/ηdch

HS ) ∀i ∈ ΩCHS, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (40)

αmin
H HSEmax

i XCHSiy ≤ HSEhsy
i ≤ αmax

H HSEmax
i XCHSiy ∀i ∈ ΩCHS, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (41)

0 ≤ Hhsy
OSi ≤ Hmax

OSi XCHSiy ∀i ∈ ΩCHS, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (42)

0 ≤ Hhsy
ISi ≤ Hmax

ISi XCHSiy ∀i ∈ ΩCHS, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (43)

HSE0
isy = α0

HHSEmax
i XCHSiy ∀i ∈ ΩCHS, ∀s, ∀y (44)

3.5. Electrical Distribution Network Nodal Equations and Reconfiguration Constraints

Here, Equations (45)–(48) are electrical distribution network nodal equations, which are obtained
from simplified distribution power flow equations via dropping all quadratic terms and removing
the voltage constraints [3]. The power flow of lines should be lower than the maximum bounds of
its operation condition (49)–(50). The auxiliary variables zij and zji are continuous line orientation
variables. zij do not equals zji. In fact, the zij and zji only equal zero or one, it is not necessary to
force them to be discrete, and this greatly reduces the computational burden. Equation (52) states
that power flow direction is from substation to other nodes. Each reconfigurable line is related to the
binary variable wij, which is zero if the switch is open and one if closed. Equations (53)–(54) make the
network reconfigurable. Equation (55) ensures the electric network is radial:

∑
k:(i,k)∈ΩE

LINE

Phsy
ik = ∑

j:(i,j)∈ΩE
LINE

(Phsy
ji − Phsy

ELi) ∀i ∈ ΩE
BUS/ΩE

SUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (45)

∑
k:(i,k)∈ΩE

LINE

Qhsy
ik = ∑

j:(i,j)∈ΩE
LINE

(Qhsy
ji −Qhsy

ELi) ∀i ∈ ΩE
BUS/ΩE

SUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (46)

∑
k:(i,k)∈ΩE

LINE

Phsy
ik =Phsy

ELFi ∀i ∈ ΩE
SUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (47)

∑
k:(i,k)∈ΩE

LINE

Qhsy
ij =Qhsy

ELFi ∀i ∈ ΩE
SUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (48)

0 ≤ Phsy
ij ≤ [Pmax

CLijXCL + Pmax
ELij(1− XCL)]z

hsy
ij ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩE

LINE, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (49)

0 ≤ Qhsy
ij ≤ [Qmax

CLijXCL + Qmax
ELij(1− XCL)]z

hsy
ij ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩE

LINE, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (50)

zhsy
ij ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩE

LINE, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (51)

zhsy
im = 0 ∀m ∈ ΩE

SUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (52)

zhsy
ij + zhsy

ji = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩE
LINE/ΩE

SWITCH , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (53)

zhsy
ij + zhsy

ji = whsy
ij ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩE

SWITCH , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (54)

∑
j:(i,j)∈ΩE

LINE

zhsy
ji =1 ∀i ∈ ΩE

BUS/ΩE
SUB, ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (55)

whsy
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ ΩE

SWITCH , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (56)

3.6. Natural Gas Distribution Network Constraints

Here, Equations (57)–(58) are natural gas distribution network nodal constraints. The limits
of natural gas flow along pipelines are modeled by (59). Equation (60) states that the capacity of
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natural gas from upstream system should be kept at the minimum and maximum bounds of its
operation condition:

Phsy
GASi = ∑

p∈ΩGASi
PL

Fhsy
GASp ∀i ∈ ΩGAS

BUS /ΩGAS
PS , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (57)

Vhsy
ps = ∑

p∈ΩGASps
PL

Fhsy
GASp ∀ps ∈ ΩGAS

PS , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (58)

Fmin
GASp ≤ Fhsy

GASp ≤ Fmax
GASp ∀p ∈ ΩGAS

PL , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (59)

Vmin
ps ≤ Vhsy

ps ≤ Vmax
ps ∀ps ∈ ΩGAS

PS , ∀h, ∀s, ∀y (60)

3.7. Bilinear Relaxation and Whole Model

In this model, XCCHPiyPhsy
GASi in Equations (25), (27) and (31), XCLzhsy

ij in Equations (49) and (50)

are involved in bilinear relaxations, where XCCHPiy and XCL are binary variables. Phsy
GASi and zhsy

ij are
continuous variables. Therefore, we use many bilinear relaxations introduced by McCormick. Given
a product between a binary variable x and a continuous variable w with known lower and upper
bounds L and U. The relaxation is denoted by v = x ·w, which is equivalent to the following two set of
linear constraints: {

L · x ≤ v ≤ x ·U
L · (1− x) ≤ w− v ≤ U · (1− x)

(61)

Considering the common form of Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) is the following:

minimize 1
2 xTQx + cTx

subject to Ax ≤ b
(62)

where x denotes an n-dimensional vector including integer variable and continuous variable.
xT denotes the vector transpose of x. c denotes a real-valued, n-dimensional vector. Q denotes
an n × n-dimensional real symmetric matrix. A denotes an m × n-dimensional real matrix. b denotes
an m-dimensional real vector.

As is shown from the former part, the objective function is quadratic because Equation (16) has a
quadratic term, while other terms are linear. The constraints including Equations (16)–(60) are linear
because bilinear terms in Equations (25), (27), (31), (49) and (50) are changed to linear constraints via
Equation (61).

Therefore, the whole model is MIQP. MIQP is a common optimization model and has a mature
solution. According to the pubic standard benchmarks, maintained by Mittelmann at Arizona
State University (http://plato.la.asu.edu/bench.html), MIQP also has good performance including
outstanding solve times and globally optimal results just like MILP.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, the proposed expansion planning model has been tested on reconfigurable
electricity and natural gas distribution systems with three and twelve energy hubs as is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The simple numerical example with three energy hubs aims to provide
an illustration of the four objective functions, Equations (14)–(17), in Section 3. The results of systems
with twelve energy hubs have been compared with six cases and verified the effectiveness of the
proposed model.
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4.1. Common Assumptions

The energy hubs are attached to the electricity and natural gas networks in its input and can
supply electricity, cooling, and heating loads in its output. In the initial year, electricity and cooling
loads are supplied only via transformer from electricity network, natural gas is supplied to feed the
existing boiler for heating loads.

Figure 2 shows forecast curves for electricity, heating and cooling daily loads benchmark from
an urban area in Beijing, China [43]. In order to observe the restrictions of the electricity and natural
gas networks on simulation results, predicted loads are assumed to be similar for all the twelve hubs.
Power factors for all the hubs are assumed to be 0.9. As is shown in this figure, 24 blocks are considered
in each daily curve. The number of time blocks considered to represent yearly variations of loads
is 4 (seasons) × 24 (hours) = 96 instead of 8760. This simplification is utilized here to reduce the
computational burden. These discount rate is assumed to be 5% and simulations are carried out for
an operation period of 5 years. Each planned candidate element is considered for installation at the
beginning of each year.Energies 2017, 10, 124 12 of 24 
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Figure 2. Load benchmark curves during typical days of each season. (a) electricity load; (b) cooling
load; (c) heating load.

The dispatch factor v is assumed to be 0.5. The time interval ∆h is set to an hour. The daily
electricity, cooling, and heating load has an average annual load growth rate of 5%. The average
VOLL of electricity, cooling, and heating load is fixed at $30, $15, and $10/kWh, respectively.
In fact, an average EVOLL of 30 $/kWh for all the electricity load shedding in these example is
relatively low compared with some large commercial and industrial customers (usually is in a range of
20–100 $/kWh) [6].

4.2. Systems with Three Energy Hubs

As is shown in Figure 3, the electricity distribution network comprises three buses,
four distribution lines with three reconfigurable branches, and a substation. The natural gas system is
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comprised of three nodes, two pipelines, and a gas supplier. It is assumed that four lines, three CHPs,
three boilers, three air conditions, three absorption chillers, three electricity storages, and three heating
storages are available for selection in the planning horizon. The loads are 1 times, 2 times and 3 times
the benchmark from hub1 to hub3, respectively.
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Figure 3. Reconfigurable electricity and natural gas distribution systems with three energy hubs.

The optimization results of systems with three energy hubs are stated in Tables 1–3. As is shown
in these tables, candidate lines, air conditions, and CHPs are not installed. Two of the existing boilers
are replaced by the larger capacity. Absorption chillers, electricity storages, and heat storages are
added to systems with the growth of loads in different years.

Table 1. Candidate line parameters and installation year in systems with three energy hubs.

Line NO. Capacity (MW) With Switch Installation Year

1 2 Yes -
2 2.5 Yes -
3 4 Yes -
4 7 No -

Table 2. Candidate boiler, air condition, CHP parameters and installation year in systems with three
energy hubs.

Boiler
NO.

Capacity
(MW)

Installation
Year

Air
Condition

NO.
Capacity

(MW)
Installation

Year
CHP
NO.

Capacity
(MW)

Installation
Year

1 2 3 1 0.65 - 1 0.8 -
2 2.5 - 2 1.2 - 2 2 -
3 7 4 3 1.15 - 3 2 -

Table 3. Candidate absorption chiller, electricity storage, heat storage parameters and installation year
in systems with three energy hubs.

Absorption
Chiller

NO.
Capacity

(Mw)
Installation

Year
Electricity

Storage
NO.

Capacity
(Mw)

Installation
Year

Heat
Storage

NO.
Capacity

(Mw)
Installation

Year

1 0.5 2 1 0.3 - 1 0.3 1
2 0.5 1 2 0.6 4 2 0.6 4
3 0.5 2 3 0.6 - 3 0.6 2

The objective function comprises investment cost, maintenance cost, operation cost,
and interruption cost. As is shown in Figure 4, the total cost is $1.76 million. The summation of
investment cost in this system is $0.203 million. The first part of this term is the installation cost of
two new boilers ($0.087 million), three absorption chillers ($0.122 million), one electricity storages
($0.167 million), and heat storages ($0.025 million). The other part represents the benefit of recycling
the existing two boilers ($0.032 million).
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Figure 4. Electricity and natural gas distribution systems total planning costs in systems with three
energy hubs.

The maintenance cost and operation cost are relatively high than others. The total maintenance
cost of all elements including existing and new built elements is $0.687 million. The maintenance
cost of new and existing elements including boilers ($0.319 million), air conditions ($0.185 million),
absorption chillers ($0.093 million), electricity storages ($0.032 million), and heat storages ($0.0054 million),
lines ($0.605 million). The operational cost of the electricity network corresponds to the energy losses
is $0.671 million.

The total interruption cost ($0.204 million) contains the cost of electricity loads ($0 million), cooling
loads ($0 million), and heating loads ($0.204 million) shedding in the total expansion planning horizon.
In other words, electricity loads and cooling loads are not shed due to the operational factors including
energy storages and reconfiguration of electricity network.

4.3. Systems with Twelve Energy Hubs

As is shown in Figure 5, the electricity distribution network comprises twelve buses,
fifty distribution lines with five reconfigurable branches, and a substation. The natural gas system
is comprised of twelve nodes, eleven pipelines, and a gas supplier. It is assumed that fifteen lines,
twelve CHPs, twelve boilers, twelve air conditions, twelve absorption chillers, twelve electricity
storages, and twelve heating storages are available for selection in the planning horizon.
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We assume the loads are 1 times, 2 times, 2 times, 1 times, 1 times, 1 times, 1 times, 2 times, 2 times,
1 times, 1 times and 2 times the benchmark from hub1 to hub12, respectively. There are too many input
parameters in this model. Therefore, we made an Excel file which contains all the parameters and
values. The full system database is available from the authors upon request.

In order to analyze the effect of different elements, CHP and absorption chiller elements,
operational factor incorporation energy storage elements and reconfiguration constraints on the
quality of serving loads, six different cases are defined. The differences between these cases are stated
in Table 4.

In case 0, it is assumed that different loads are served without incorporating operational factor
via traditional energy networks. In other words, electricity loads are served through the electrical
distribution network by transformers, cooling loads are served by air conditioner transformed only
from electricity, and heating loads are supplied by boilers using natural gas. In case 1, the effect of
including CHP and absorption chiller elements within the energy hub is investigated. In case 2, 3,
and 4, operational factor is available by adding energy storage elements and reconfiguration constraints.
In case 5, all of the different elements are included.

GUROBI is used to solve the problem in YALMIP under the MATLAB environment [44].
The algorithm has been run on a computer with an Intel Core i5 at 3.4-GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM.
The calculation time for the case with reconfiguration constraints is much higher due to the various
binary variables are introduced. The computational time to solve case 5 (74,174 continuous variables,
1812 integer variables, 28,800 quadratic objective terms, and 377,616 equations) is 2.8 h with
epgap = 1%, when the problem is relaxed, using four threads.

Table 4. Six cases of reconfiguration multi-energy distribution systems.

Different Cases CHP And Absorption
Chiller Elements Included

Operational Factor Included

Energy Storage
Elements Included

Reconfiguration
Constraints Included

Case 0 No No No
Case 1 Yes No No
Case 2 No Yes No
Case 3 No No Yes
Case 4 No Yes Yes
Case 5 Yes Yes Yes

(1) Case 0

The electricity and natural gas distribution systems are planned in a completely decoupled mode
in this case. The growing loads are supplied via reinforcing the existing elements. The five-year
planning schedules of six cases are presented in Tables 5–11. Table 5 shows the electric power system
planning schedule with candidate lines. In the first year of the planning horizon, four lines including
the 4th, 7th, 10th, and 15th with relatively smaller capacity are reinforced in order to meet the forecasted
electricity loads and cooling loads for a total planning cost of $5.64 million. The interrupt cost is mainly
from the electricity load shedding. The electricity load shedding occurs mainly during the fourth and
fifth year in summer during 20 and 21 time blocks with a total EENS of 1.44 MWh and an interrupt
cost of $3.25 million. In order to serve the growing cooling loads, nine air conditions are installed
in energy hubs with a total planning cost of $1.1 million and an interrupt cost of $0. For the natural
gas/heating systems, ten boilers are installed as is given in Table 6. The total planning cost of the
decouple electricity and natural gas distribution systems to supply the increasing multiple loads at the
hubs is $22.21 million in this case.
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Table 5. Candidate Line parameters and installation year in each case.

Line Capacity (MW) With Switch Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 9 No - - - - - -
2 9 No - - - - - -
3 9 No - - - - - -
4 9 No 1 2 - - - -
5 9 No - - - - - -
6 9 No - - - - - -
7 7 Yes 1 1 1 - - -
8 9 No - - - - - -
9 7 Yes - - - - - -

10 9 No 1 1 1 - - -
11 9 No - - - - - -
12 6 Yes - - - - - -
13 6 Yes - - - - - -
14 6 Yes - - - - - -
15 14 No 1 2 1 1 1 -

Table 6. Candidate boiler parameters and installation year in each case.

Boiler Capacity (MW) Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 1.5 1 1 3 1 3 -
2 3 5 5 - 5 - -
3 3 2 - - 2 4 -
4 1.5 3 - 5 3 5 -
5 2 - - - - - -
6 1.5 1 1 3 1 3 3
7 1.5 3 - 5 3 5 -
8 3 4 4 - 4 - -
9 3 2 2 - 2 4 -
10 1.5 3 - 5 3 5 -
11 2 - - - - - -
12 3 2 2 - 2 4 -

Table 7. Candidate air condition parameters and installation year in each case.

Air Condition Capacity (MW) Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 0.65 - - 2 2 2 -
2 1.2 3 - 3 3 3 -
3 1.15 2 - 2 2 2 -
4 0.65 2 - 2 2 2 -
5 0.55 1 - 1 1 1 -
6 0.65 - - 2 2 2 -
7 0.65 2 - 2 2 2 -
8 1.2 3 - 3 3 3 -
9 1.15 2 - 2 2 2 -
10 0.65 - - 2 2 2 -
11 0.55 1 - 1 1 1 -
12 1.2 3 - 3 3 3 -

Table 8. Candidate CHP parameters and installation year in each case.

CHP Capacity (MW) Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 0.8 - - - - - -
2 2 - - - - - 2
3 2 - 1 - - - -
4 1 - - - - - 1
5 1 - - - - - -
6 0.8 - - - - - -
7 0.9 - - - - - -
8 1.6 - - - - - -
9 1.6 - - - - - -
10 1 - 1 - - - -
11 1.1 - - - - - 1
12 1.4 - - - - - -
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Table 9. Candidate absorption chiller parameters and installation year in each case.

Absorption Chiller Capacity (MW) Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 0.5 - 2 - - - -
2 0.5 - 1 - - - 1
3 0.5 - 1 - - - 1
4 0.5 - - - - - -
5 0.5 - 1 - - - -
6 0.5 - - - - - 1
7 0.5 - - - - - -
8 0.5 - - - - - -
9 0.5 - - - - - 1
10 0.5 - - - - - -
11 0.5 - - - - - -
12 0.5 - - - - - -

Table 10. Candidate electricity storage parameters and installation year in each case.

Electricity Storage Capacity (MW) Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 0.3 - - 5 - 5 5
2 0.6 - - - - - 5
3 0.6 - - - - 5 4
4 0.3 - - 5 - 5 5
5 0.3 - - 5 - 5 4
6 0.3 - - 2 - 5 5
7 0.3 - - 4 - 5 4
8 0.6 - - 5 - - 5
9 0.6 - - 4 - 3 4
10 0.3 - - 2 - 4 4
11 0.3 - - 2 - 3 5
12 0.6 - - 1 - 5 4

Table 11. Candidate heat storage parameters and installation year in each case.

Heat Storage Capacity (MW) Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

1 0.3 - - 1 - 1 1
2 0.6 - - 4 - 4 2
3 0.6 - - 2 - 2 -
4 0.3 - - 3 - 3 1
5 0.3 - - - - - 1
6 0.3 - - 1 - 1 1
7 0.3 - - 3 - 3 1
8 0.6 - - 3 - 3 3
9 0.6 - - 2 - 2 2
10 0.3 - - 3 - 3 1
11 0.3 - - - - - 1
12 0.6 - - 2 - 2 2

(2) Case 1

Compared to case 0, CHP and absorption chiller are considered as candidate elements in the
planning process. As is shown in Figure 6, the interruption cost reduces significantly in comparison
with other cases except case 5. In this case, four new absorption chillers are installed with a total
investment cost of $0.5 million for serving cooling loads. The air conditions are not installed in the
planning horizon. Because the efficiency of absorption chillers is much higher than for air conditioners,
the cooling loads can be served from absorption chillers. Two new CHPs are scheduled in the
first year, which can supply the increasing loads in hub3 and hub10. Because of the electricity,
cooling and heating supply from the installed CHPs, four boilers in hub3, hub4, hub7 and hub10 is
cancelled and the installation years of lines are deferred in this case. The CHPs significantly reduce
the cost of interruption by $3.37 million. In addition, the maintenance and operation cost is also
reduced. However, in spite of the benefit from CHPs, the investment cost of case 1 is reduced only
about $0.29 million because the average cost of CHP is much higher than those of other equipment.
In conclusion, the total cost of case 1 is relatively low as compared to case 0.
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Figure 6. Electricity and natural gas distribution system planning costs in different cases.

(3) Case 2 and case 3

We consider the part of operational factor in this case. The energy storage elements are added
to case 2 in the planning schedule compared to case 0. From the view of the overall system, energy
storages can smooth load fluctuation in energy hubs. Because the energy storages charge when
the energy supply exceeds demand and discharge when the loads are relatively low. This feature
would reduce the costs of interruption by $2.44 million compared with that in case 0. As is shown
in Tables 5 and 6, the 4th candidate line and five boilers are not installed in this case. The rest of
boilers are deferred for several years, so the investment cost is slightly lower than that in case 0. Here,
the operation costs are lower by $1.94 million and the total cost is $17.9 million.

The reconfiguration constraints are considered in case 3. Five branches is equipped with
switches that can be activated via remote control signals. The cost of investment reduces significantly
by $4.05 million compared with case 0 due to the utilization of reconfiguration, which makes maximum
use of the existing lines’ capacity.

(4) Case 4

We consider all of two operational factors in this case. Both energy storage elements and
reconfiguration constraints are added compared to case 0. Figure 6 shows that the investment cost of
case 4 ($ 3.71 million) is lower than case 2 ($ 7.25 million), as case 4 only installs one candidate line.
Even though case 4 has a higher investment cost than case 3 ($ 4.56 million), the maintenance cost
($ 2.31 million) and interruption cost ($ 1.56 million) of case 4 are lower than case 3 ($ 3.56 million,
$ 4.84 million) because the maintenance cost of the boiler is higher than energy storage. In fact,
the lower cost of maintenance and interruption compensates for the higher cost of investment, so that
the integrated expansion planning costs less. Besides, the operation cost is relatively lower than that in
case 0, case1 and case 2, because the reconfiguration and energy storage make the network operate in
proper mode. The total planning cost of case 4 including the two operational factors is $13.87 million.
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(5) Case 5

We consider all of the optional options in this case. Both operational factors and CHPs, absorption
chillers are taken into account. As shown in Tables 5–11, none of the existing elements except the
boiler in the 6th hub are replaced. Because the increasing heating and cooling loads can be served
via the candidate boiler without shedding loads in the 6th hub, the electricity load can be sufficiently
supplied by the reconfigurable electricity distribution network, it is not needed to install the expensive
CHP. Compared to other cases, even the 15th branch is not replaced mainly due to the utilization of
a high efficient CHPs and CHPs make electricity system and natural gas system support each other,
and the electrical input power decreases significantly during peak hours. The four new absorption
chillers reduce electricity demand and relieve the pressure on the electricity distribution network.
The electricity storages are installed in the last two years of the planning horizon because the electricity
loads shedding always occur at this time. The heating storages are nearly installed in the first and
second year mainly due to the unit investment cost of heating storage is relatively low.

Case 6 has the lowest operation cost ($ 0.66 million) own to the CHPs and operational factors.
The investment, maintenance, and operation cost are relatively low compared with other cases.
Therefore, case 6 has the lowest total cost ($ 10.12 million) and less than half of case 0.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

With increasing worldwide low carbon concerns, natural gas is believed to be a relatively clean
fuel compared to other forms of resources. The availability of natural gas for serving electricity loads
can significantly influence the reliability of electricity distribution network. The operational factors
including reconfiguration and energy storages in multi-stage expansion co-planning have profound
impacts on energy load fluctuation, consequently affecting the overall cost. In this paper, a novel
method is presented to model and formulate the optimal design of reconfiguration electricity and
natural gas distribution systems. The model can analyze interactions between electricity and natural
gas systems serving electricity, cooling, and heating loads.

The numerical results show the usefulness of CHPs and absorption chillers, and operational
factors including energy storages and reconfiguration. The proposed approach reduces the expansion
cost of integrated distribution systems, as compared to the decoupled approach where electricity and
natural gas networks are planned as separate systems. The reasons why cost reductions are achieved
can be summarized as follows:

1. CHPs make electricity system and natural gas system couples. They can mutually support each
other when necessary.

2. Cooling loads can be supplied via both air conditioners and absorption chillers. The new
absorption chillers can make full use of produced heating energy and reduce the demand for
electricity. This relieves the pressure on the electricity distribution network to some extent.

3. Energy storages smooth load fluctuations in energy hubs. They can defer or avoid the installation
of new elements.

4. The reconfigurable characteristics of the electricity distribution network can make full use of the
existing lines’ capacity.

The optimization problem is modeled as a MIQP problem, which can be solved via fast and
accurate commercial solvers. The proposed model can help electricity and natural gas distribution
systems planners determine the most economical elements that should be purchased and installed
in order to meet energy demands (electricity, cooling, and heating). Utilizing the proposed model
for both systems not only increases load reliability, but also decreases the cost of serving energy to
customers at the same time. By simulating the integrated operational behavior of the two systems in
the planning horizon, our model can strategically give the optimum planning recommendations to
both sectors simultaneously.
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The formulation presented in this paper is focused on simplified gas network equations without
considering gas flow equations. In the future work should be carried out to obtain a more detailed
natural gas network model by including compressors and pipelines. Natural gas network equations
are diverse in different gas pressure level. So we should model natural gas system in a more accurate
way. On the other hand, with increasingly penetration of some distributed generation, which can
couple electricity and natural gas networks, future research is also needed to take the uncertainty into
account in a market environment.

Author Contributions: Xianzheng Zhou proposed the research, wrote and revised the paper. Chuangxin Guo,
supervised the research. Yifei Wang and Wanqi Li assisted the research.
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Nomenclature

Indices
i, j, k Index for component in energy hubs
y Index for years
h Index for hours
s Index for seasons
ps Index for natural gas suppliers
p Index for natural gas pipelines
Sets
ΩC Set of all candidate elements
ΩCCHP Set of candidate CHPs
ΩCB Set of candidate boilers
ΩCAIR Set of candidate air conditions
ΩCABS Set of candidate absorption Chillers
ΩCES Set of candidate electricity storages
ΩCHS Set of candidate heat storages
ΩCL Set of candidate distribution lines
ΩE Set of all existing elements
ΩEB Set of existing boilers
ΩEAIR Set of existing air conditions
ΩEL Set of existing distribution lines
ΩE

LINE Set of electricity lines
ΩE

SWITCH Set of electricity lines with switches
ΩE

LINE/ΩE
SWITCH Set of electricity lines without switches

ΩE
BUS Set of electricity buses

ΩE
SUB Set of buses which are substations

ΩE
BUS/ΩE

SUB Set of buses which are not substations
ΩGAS

BUS Set of natural gas buses
ΩGAS

PS Set of natural gas buses which are gas suppliers
ΩGAS

BUS /ΩGAS
PS Set of natural gas buses which are not gas suppliers

ΩGAS
PL Set of natural gas pipelines.

W i , Wps Set of lines connect with bus i and gas supplier
Constants
T Number of years in planning horizon
d Discount rate
U Voltage amplitude at each electricity buses
∆h Time interval
LE , LC , LH Electrical/Cooling/Heating loads in hub output
v Dispatch factor
ηT Efficiency of transformer

ηGE
C ,ηGH

C
Efficiency of gas to electricity/heat conversion in a combined heat
and power (CHP)

ηB Efficiency of gas to heat conversion in boiler

ICCHP, ICB, ICAIR, ICABS, ICES, ICHS, ICL Investment cost of CHPs/boilers/air conditions/absorption
chillers/electricity storages/heat storages/distribution lines

ηABS Efficiency of heat to cool conversion in absorption chiller
PSEmax, HSEmax Maximum capacity of electricity/heat storage
αmax

P ,αmax
H Maximum factor of electricity/heat storage’s maximum capacity.

αmin
P ,αmin

H Minimum factor of electricity/heat storage’s maximum capacity.
PSEmax

OS , HSEmax
OS Maximum output electric/heat power of electricity/heat storage.

PSE0, HSE0 Initial energy level of electricity/heat storage.
α0

P,α0
H Initial factor of electricity/heat storage’s maximum capacity

Vmax
ps , Vmin

ps Maximum/Minimum capacity of gas suppliers
Fmax

GAS , Fmin
GAS Maximum/Minimum flow of in natural gas pipeline.

EVOLL, CVOLL, HVOLL Value of unit lost electricity/cooling/heating load.
rij Resistance of the line from bus i to j
ψB ,ψAIR ,ψL Salvage factor for boilers/air conditions/lines
ηAIR Efficiency of electricity to cool conversion in air condition

MCCHP, MCB, MCAIR, MCABS, MCES, MCHS, MCL Maintenance cost of CHPs/boilers/air conditions/absorption
chillers/electricity storages/heat storages/distribution lines

Pmax
CHP , Hmax

ABS Maximum capacity of CHPs and absorption
Pmax

EAIR , Pmax
CAIR Maximum capacity of existing and candidate air-conditions
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Hmax
EB , Hmax

CB Maximum capacity of existing and candidate boilers
Variables
CInv Total investment cost
CMnt Total maintenance cost
COpr Total operation cost
Cint Total interruption cost
XC Investment state of candidate elements
XCCHP Investment state of CHPs
XCB Investment state of boilers
XCAir Investment state of air conditions
XCAbs Investment state of absorption Chillers
XCEs Investment state of electricity storages
XCHs Investment state of heat storages.
XCL Investment state of distribution lines
PEL Electricity active power input within a hub
PELF Electricity active power output from a substation
Pij Real power flow from bus i to j
QEL Electricity reactive power input within a hub
QELF Electricity reactive power output from a substation
PGAS Heat power input within a hub
FGAS Natural gas pipeline flow
POS , PiS Output/Input electric power of electricity storage
PAIR Input cooling power of an air condition
HOS , HiS Output/Input electric power of heat storage
HABS Input cooling power of an absorption chiller
PSE, HSE Energy level of electricity/heat storage
PSEOS , HSEOS Output electric/heat power of electricity/heat storage.
PSEIS , HSEIS Input electric/heat power of electricity/heat storage
w Discrete switch variable.
z Continuous line orientation variable
V Gas delivery quantity of supplier
ELC, CLC, HLC Curtailed electricity/cooling/heating load
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